IPHONE + ANDROID

Sports
IPHONE + ANDROID

GET STARTED
GET STARTED

(512) 555-1234

FREE

Get the latest scores, live games, score notifications and video
highlights. Users can follow their favorite teams or specific games.

Bleacher Report Live |

FREE

Live video streams of games, news, scores, schedules, stats and
standings and the ability to sync your fantasy account.

Breaking Sports |

FREE

Breaking Sports makes sure you remain updated with the most
important and latest news in sports.

CBS Sports |

Utilities
IPHONE + ANDROID

GET STARTED
GET STARTED

Weather
IPHONE + ANDROID

Weather

Offers personalized score updates, stats, news and analysis for
your favorite sports teams and leagues.

LiveScore |

IPHONE + ANDROID

FREE

Gives you access to scores from all the major sports played across
the world and offers live commentary on select games.

theScore |

FREE

GET STARTED

Offers quick sports updates, analysis, and scores with breaking
sports news.

Evernote |

(512) 555-1234

GasBuddy |

FREE

Find the best gas prices around your location, save money and
earn free gas.

FREE

Lets you block obtrusive ads, sneaky trackers, and annoying
elements on sites.

B E ST
APPS
fo r

Hobbies
IPHONE + ANDROID

Pocket |

FREE

Save the latest stories, articles, news and videos from any device.

Qapital |

Hobbies

FREE

IPHONE + ANDROID

Banking mobile app to help save money without even thinking
about it!

Venmo |

FREE

GET STARTED

Mobile money app for splitting the cost of almost anything, right
then, right there.

Bill Barnes

GET STARTED

(512) 555-1234

Accuweather |

FREE

Precise and scientifically accurate, Accuweather is simple yet
comprehensive with minute-by-minute weather forecasts.

Carrot Weather |

$4.99

Straightforward and honest weather forecasts mixed in with
personality, sarcastic quips and humor.

The Weather Channel |

FREE

Provides you with a wealth of meteorological data such as
temperature, wind and visibility on an hourly or daily basis.

WillyWeather |

FREE

Goes beyond the average weather service to provide data for
weather, tides, wind, UV, moon phases, swell, and more.

Weather Bug |

FREE

Easy to use and provides storm warnings, pollen levels, and uses
18 different weather maps.

Weather Underground |

FREE

Provides the world’s most accurate local weather forecasts in
addition to interactive radar, satellite maps and weather alerts.

Bill Barnes

FREE

Organize notes across all devices. Scan handwritten notes, add
to-do’s, photos images or audio and share with anyone.

1Blocker |

GET STARTED
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(512) 555-1234

365SCORES |
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Duolingo |

FREE

Turns learning a new language into a game with bite-sized lessons
and a friendly interface.

Memrise |

FREE

Join over 42 million people, have fun, gain confidence and learn a
new language through real native speakers.

Nike Run Club |

FREE

The perfect running partner. Includes GPS tracking, audio-guided
runs, custom challenges, coaching plans and more.

Yousician |

FREE

Personal music tutor app that listens to you play and gives instant
feedback on your accuracy and timing.

SkyView |

$1.99

Brings stargazing to everyone. Point your phone to the sky to
identify stars, constellations, planets, satellites and more.

Snapseed |

FREE

Complete and professional photo editor developed by Google

Bill Barnes

IPHONE + ANDROID

Travel
IPHONE + ANDROID

GET STARTED
GET STARTED

(512) 555-1234

Airbnb |

FREE

Always the best option for group travel. From fancy self-help
cottages to luxurious apartments and Villas.

Maps.Me |

FREE

Fast, detailed and entirely offline maps with turn-by-turn
navigation

First Aid |

FREE

This app gives lists great tips on what to do when you or someone
you know needs First Aid.

HotelTonight |

FREE

Health
& Fitness

IPHONE + ANDROID

Citymapper |

FREE

Cooking
& Food
IPHONE + ANDROID

Has transit information for dozens of major U.S. cities and
international hotspots so you can easily plan all your trip details.

Lyft |

FREE

Friendly, affordable ride whenever you need one!

GET STARTED
GET STARTED

Happify |

HeadSpace |

FREE

B E ST
APPS
fo r

Your guide to health and happiness through lowering stress, better
sleep, and balance.

Lifesum |

FREE

Personalized diet plans, food tracker, calorie counter and healthy
recipes.

MyFitnessPal |

Organization
IPHONE + ANDROID

FREE

An enormous database of foods and drinks makes this the best
all-in-one calorie counter and exercise trackers.

Nike Run Club |

Organization

FREE

IPHONE + ANDROID

IPHONE + ANDROID

GET STARTED
GET STARTED

(512) 555-1234

Perfect running partner. Includes tools, like GPS tracking, audioguided runs, custom challenges, coaching plans and more.

Runkeeper |

FREE

GET STARTED

Has customized plans (based on your running data) for 5K, 10K,
5-mile, 10-mile, half-marathon, or marathon runs.

Bill Barnes

GET STARTED

(512) 555-1234

FREE

Search through more than 350,000 recipes to get suggestions or
stay organized with menu planners and shopping lists.

Epicurious |

FREE

Features more than 30,000 recipes sorted into categories. Even
offers a hands-free cook mode.

Food Network Kitchen |

FREE

This app puts recipes from the network’s celebrity chefs right at
your fingertips. View thousands of recipes, photos and videos.

Kitchen Stories |

FREE

Features step-by-step instructions, videos, tips and tricks to cook
delicious meals. Allows users to bookmark favorite recipes.

Cookpad |

FREE

Find recipes that have been created, tried and tested by home
cooks, for home cooks.

Yummly |

FREE

Yummly takes into account your dietary restrictions and tastes to
help you discover recipes that you might find interesting.

Bill Barnes

FREE

Science-based activities and games to help reduce stress,
negativity and to build greater resilience for a healthier lifestyle.

BigOven |

(512) 555-1234
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Health
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Perfect for last-minute hotel bookings. HotelTonight app offers
great discounts and amazing deals on empty hotel rooms.
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24me |

FREE

Smart personal assistant. Award winning app that helps millions of
people boost their productivity.

Any.do |

FREE

Quickly create a lists, tasks and events that sync between devices,
and can even be shared with others

CamScanner |

FREE

This app turns the camera of your phone into a portable
document scanner and OCR tool.

Cloze |

FREE

Your personal assistant for professional relationships that is always
remembering for you.

Pocket |

FREE

Save the latest stories, articles, news and videos from any device.

Todoist |

FREE

Multi-platform planner app that provides a gimmick-free, clean
approach to task management and interfacing.
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GET STARTED
GET STARTED

LinkedIn |

Skype |

FREE

Signal |

FREE

Complete phone and SMS client replacement for sending and
receiving encrypted calls and messages.

Telegram |

Finance
IPHONE + ANDROID

GET STARTED
GET STARTED

IPHONE + ANDROID

FREE

TikTok |

Entertainment
IPHONE + ANDROID

FREE

The destination for mobile videos. On TikTok, short-form videos
are exciting, spontaneous and genuine.

WhatsApp |

FREE

GET STARTED

Hugely popular free messaging app that uses Wi-Fi to let you
message and call friends and family.

GasBuddy |

FREE

Helps you keep detailed accounts of your finances by connecting
to all your financial accounts.

Qapital |

(512) 555-1234

FREE

Banking mobile app to help save money without even thinking
about it!
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Reading
IPHONE + ANDROID

Coinbase |

FREE

Safely and easily buy, store, trade and sell your cryptocurrency.

Venmo |

Reading

FREE

IPHONE + ANDROID

Mobile money app for splitting the cost of almost anything, right
then, right there.

YNAB |

FREE

GET STARTED

You Need a Budget is an app for tracking budget, personal
finance and expenses.

Bill Barnes

GET STARTED

(512) 555-1234

Fandango |

FREE

The #1 ticketing app to help guarantee tickets and skip box office
lines..

TuneIn Radio |

FREE

Listen to broadcast and Internet-only radio without geographical
restrictions without restrictions.

IMDb |

FREE

Watch select movies and shows for free and explore the world’s
most popular source for movie, tv and celebrity information.

Spotify |

FREE

Offers a massive catalog of genres and even creates playlists
based on your listening history. Listen podcasts as well as music.

TED |

FREE

Features thousands of inspiring, informative, transformational
videos and get personalized recommendations.

Tubi |

FREE

Watch thousands of hit movies and tv series for free. 100% legal
unlimited streaming with no credit cards or subscriptions.
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FREE

Find the best gas prices around your location, save money and
earn free gas

Mint |

GET STARTED

2022
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Finance

Entertainment

Pure, instant messaging that is simple, fast and secure. Over 100
million active users and can sync across all devices.
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Make free video and standard phone calls as well as text chat with
live translations.

(512) 555-1234

(512) 555-1234

FREE

The best social media app for professionals around the globe. It is
effortless for users to promote themselves and their businesses.
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Amazon Kindle |

FREE

Read books, magazines, and newspapers on the go with this user
friendly interface.

Flipboard |

FREE

Curates the world’s stories to your liking. Browse the articles,
videos, podcasts, and other media that matter most to you.

Google Play Books |

FREE

All the books you love. On the page or out loud. Anywhere you
are.

NOOK |

FREE

Download to start enjoying Barnes & Noble’s award-winning
eBook discovery and digital reading experience.

OverDrive |

FREE

Lets you access your local library’s array of available eBooks.
Download titles, place holds and read borrowed ebooks.

Pocket |

FREE

Find articles, videos or links you want to read or watch later and
they sync across your phone, tablet, and computer for offline
viewing.

Bill Barnes

